Alma Mater Studiorum – University of Bologna (the “University”) has as its main goal to contribute to the cultural and scientific development of the community, also by creating new tools to share and disseminate knowledge, including making the scientific and cultural outputs of its own activities and the activities of those who work with it available free of charge. To this end, the University has implemented and launched the University of Bologna Digital Library – AlmaDL (“AlmaDL”), a free and open access tool to share and disseminate the outputs of scientific and academic research carried out by teachers, researchers and those who participate in the University’s scientific, teaching and cultural activities.

Through its Services, which are presented and described at https://sba.unibo.it/en/almadl/almadl-services/almadl-services (“Services”, and each of them a “Service”), AlmaDL is committed to gather, store, make available online and disseminate digital collections, which are the products of both institutional teaching and research activities and cultural heritage enhancement projects.

These terms of use (the “Website Terms of Use”) set out the terms and conditions applicable to visitors and users (“Users”, and each of them a “User”) who use the Websites of the Services provided by AlmaDL (“Websites”, and each of them a “Website”): AMS Acta (http://amsacta.unibo.it), AMS Laurea (http://amslaurea.unibo.it), AMS Dottorato (http://amsdottorato.unibo.it), AMS Historica (http://amshistorica.unibo.it/) and AlmaDL Journals (https://journals.unibo.it/).

Each Service is regulated, as well as by these Website Terms of Use, by special terms and conditions of use, which are available at the corresponding homepage.

By accessing and using the Websites and their content, Users fully and unconditionally accept these Website Terms of Use, as supplemented (where appropriate) by the terms and conditions of use of each Service. Moreover, Users undertake to comply with the terms of the licence applicable to each work and content.

The AlmaDL Services provided by the University through the Websites can be changed, suspended or terminated without notice, or made unavailable, in whole or in part, at any time by irrevocable decision of the Academic Bodies of the University.

The University will not be liable for any Website access disruptions due to unforeseen circumstances or to maintenance and technical upgrades.

Use of Content
All Website content (the “Content”) is protected by copyright and related rights (Italian law no. 633 of 22 April 1941). Some Content is also protected under the Italian cultural heritage and landscape code (Legislative Decree no. 42 of 22 January 2004).

All Content accessible via the Websites is made available to the public by the corresponding right holders based on specific licences. Users can use the Content in accordance with the terms and conditions of the licence applicable to the digital object as stated in the relevant Website.

If you wish to use any Content, it is recommended that you: read and check the licence applicable to each Content beforehand and acknowledge the corresponding right holder or owner; cite the title of the work, name of the author, name of the publisher and year of publication if applicable; indicate the persistent identifier or URI of the digital object and the applicable licence.

All metadata is under Creative Commons licence “CC0 1.0 Universal Public Domain Dedication” (https://creativecommons.org/publicdomain/zero/1.0/).

It is forbidden to extract or reuse any Content or material on the Websites, unless expressly authorised to do so. Any other activity that could infringe the legitimate interests of the University or of the authors and right holders of the intellectual work accessible via the Websites is also forbidden.

Intellectual Property Rights
The domain, logo and graphics of each Website are the exclusive property of the University and are protected by Italian and international copyright laws. As a result, they cannot be reproduced, distributed, sold, transferred or changed, not even in part.

University Liability
The University, through AlmaDL, undertakes to ensure that the Websites operate smoothly. The University and AlmaDL accept no liability for any damage due to misuse of the Websites by Users.

Link to Third-Party Websites
A Website can contain links to websites managed by third parties (“Third-Party Websites”). The University gives no warranty and accepts no liability for the content and information on Third-Party Websites or for the availability, completeness, accuracy and operation of such Third-Party Websites.

Limitation of Liability
The University, through AlmaDL, has no control over the Content on the Websites. The University, through AlmaDL, simply provides the technology and IT resources needed to make the Content available to the public on the pages of the Websites, at the
request of the corresponding authors and right holders. The information given on the Websites about the Content, including any information about quality checks on transmitted works (internal, national or international referee), is provided directly by the right holders of the works and is their sole responsibility. The University therefore accepts no liability for the texts, materials and works on the Websites. The responsibility for what is expressed and contained in such texts, materials and works, including for ownership and the lawful use of texts, images, photographs and the like, lies solely with the authors. Following a motivated request received in writing, the University undertakes to timely remove any material on which third parties could legitimately claim any right or interest, or if the work or its content infringe any interest or right of third parties protected by law. The University and AlmaDL accept no liability for any damage caused by Users who use the Content in breach of these Website Terms of Use. Moreover, the University and AlmaDL accept no liability for any damage directly or indirectly caused by accessing the Websites and using the information they contain.

User Liability
By visiting and using the Websites, Users accept these Website Terms of Use and undertake to use the Content in accordance with such terms, the licences provided for each Content and the law, and assume full liability for violations due to misuse.

Changes to Website Terms of Use
The University, through AlmaDL, reserves the right to change the Websites and these Website Terms of Use at any time. Evidence of any changes will be given by notice published on the Websites or communicated in another way. Users who no longer accept the Website Terms of Use after they have been amended should stop using the Website. By continuing to use a Website, the User accepts the Website Terms of Use as amended.

Processing of personal data
Please refer to the page www.unibo.it/privacy.

Contact details
For further information, see the website https://sba.unibo.it/en/almadl. For information, communications or special needs in relation to AlmaDL services, please send an email to almadl@unibo.it.